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We give examples of Radon Banach spaces which are not ^-fragmented by any metric, or by the 
norm, respectively. 

At the 22nd Winter School on Abstract Analysis in Podebrady 1994, John Jayne 
had a series of lectures on cr-fragmented Banach spaces, a class of spaces 
introduced by J. Jayne, I. Namioka and C. A. Rogers (see e.g. [JNR]). J. Jayne 
asked whether, for Banach spaces endowed with the weak topology, cr-fragmented 
and Radon is the same provided that the space does not contain a relatively discrete 
subset of real-valued measurable cardinality. We answer here the question in the 
negative by considering spaces of continuous functions on tree spaces. They are 
Radon with the above restriction on relatively discrete subsets due to results of 
Tortrat ([E, Proposition 3.5]), Gardner and Pfeffer ([GP]), and Dow, Junnila and 
Pelant ([DJP]). We describe some tree spaces for which the weak topology of the 
corresponding Banach space of continuous functions turns out to be not d-frag-
mented by any metric, or at least, by the supremum norm. 

We need to recall a series of notions and results, so we do it successively in the 
following text, denoting the known results as Propositions not regarding their 
strength. 

1. Radon spaces 

Definition. We say that the topological space {X, z) is a (w-)Radon space if 
(there is no relatively discrete subset of real-valued measurable cardinality, and if) 
every finite Borel measure \i on X is a Radon measure, i.e. given a Borel set 
B c X there are compact sets Cn cz B, neN, such that ^( (J Cn) = fi{B). 
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We say that the finite Borel measure p on X is x-additive if for every family 2tf 
of open subsets of X, which is directed upwards with respect to c , we have 
p{\J^) = suV{p{H)\Heyf}. 

Unless stated otherwise, all Banach spaces will be considered with their weak 
topology. We recall a sufficient condition for a Banach space to be a w-Radon 
space. First we recall a covering property of a topological space. The standard 
terminology of spaces with this property is "hereditarily weakly 0-refinable". We 
are going to use a perhaps more descriptive name suggested by H. Junnila in [DJP]. 

Definition. The topological space X is called hereditarily cr-relatively metacom-
pact if every open family in X has a point-finite relatively open refinement. 

Let us recall that it is equivalent with the property that each open family has 
a cr-relatively discrete refinement. 

Now, we can recall the following assertion following from Theorems 10.2 and 
11.6 of [GP]. 

Proposition 1. 
(a) If X is hereditarily o-relatively metacompact, then every finite Borel 

measure on X is x-additive. 
(b) Let every x-additive finite Borel measure be Radon on Y. Let X be 

measurable with respect to the completion of any Radon measure on Y. Then every 
x-additive measure is Radon on X. 

A deep theorem of Tortrat ([E, Proposition 3.5]) says that a Banach space is 
measurable with respect to the completion of any Radon measure on (X**, weak*). 
Due to preceding Proposition 1(b) and to the fact that any r-additive finite Borel 
measure on the cr-compact space (X**, weak*) is Radon, we get 

Proposition 2. Let X be a Banach space and xw its weak topology. Then any 
finite Borel and x-additive measure on X is Radon. 

Using Proposition 1(a), we get from Proposition 2 immediately 

Proposition 3. If a Banach space X is hereditarily o-relatively metacompact, 
then it is w-Radon. 

2. <T-fragnientability of topological spaces 

The notion of rx-fragmentability was introduced by Jayne, Namioka and Rogers 
(see e.g. [JNR]) in the context of Banach spaces for which the cr-fragmentability 
of the weak or weak* topologies by the norm were studied mainly. In a more 

Both authors were partially supported by the grant GACR 201/94/0069, the first author was partially 
supported by GAUK 362, the second author was partially supported by the grant of Acad. Sci. of Czech 
Rep. No. 119 401. 
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general setting, also the cr-fragmentability of any topology by a lower 
semi-continuous metric was investigated. 

Definition. The topological space (X, T) is cr-fragmented by the metric Q if, for 
every s > 0, there are Xn cz X, neN, such that (J Xn = X and each Xn is 

neN 

^-fragmented by Q, i.e. for every nonempty set S cz Xn there is a T-relatively open 
and nonempty subset of (5, T) with the ^-diameter less than £. 

Using this basic definition, we introduce still some related notions for our 
convenience. 

Definition. We say that (X, T) is o-fragmentable is there is a metric Q such that 
(X, T) is cr-fragmented by Q. 

We say that the subset Y of a Banach space X is a-fragmented if the space (Y, T), 
Y endowed with the weak topology, is a-fragmented by the norm-metric. 

Significant examples of cr-fragmented Banach spaces are duals of Asplund 
spaces, for which even the w*-topology is cr-fragmented by the norm. 

The property to be cr-fragmentable is rather weak for small spaces as the 
following result and the remark behind it say. 

We may derive immediately from [R, Theorem 1.9], where fragmentable spaces 
are characterized, an analogous characterization of cr-fragmentable spaces. 

Proposition 4. The topological space X is a-fragment able if and only if there 
is a sequence of partitions r€n ofX such that 

(i) each c€n is a-scattered, i.e. c£n = (J <&$, where every nonempty subfamily 

Q) of^ty contains a nonempty set D eQ) which is open in [J@, and 
(ii) [j^n separates points ofX, i.e. for every x, y e X, x 4= y, there is a C e ^n 

for some neN with x e C, y <£ C. 
We omit the proof which is even easier when one assumes that ^n > #„+i for 

each neN. 
So in particular, if the cardinality of X is at most c = 2K°, then the space X is 

CJ-fragmentable because we can consider any one-to-one map / of [0, co) onto X 
and take %n = {X$\keN) with X$ = f([(k - l)/n, k/n)). We may also transfer 
the metric of [0, GO) to X by defining Q(f(x), f(y)) = \x — y\ and realize that X is 
cr-fragmented by Q directly. 

On the other hand we give an auxiliary necessary condition for the space X to 
be (7-fragmentable. 

Lemma 1. Let (X, T) be a topological space and $8 some pseudobasis of x, i.e. 
$8 is a family of nonempty open subsets of X such that for every nonempty open 
U in X there is a B e £8 such that B cz U. Let us suppose that the cardinality 
of P | Bn is greater than c whenever Bm neN, is a sequence of elements of 88 with 

-3„+i c Bn for neN. 
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Then (X, z) is not a-fragmentable. 

Proof. Let us suppose that (X, T) is cr-fragmentable. Due to Proposition 4, 
there is a sequence of families cSn = [j <$$, neN, (of partitions) of X which 

fulfils (i) and (ii). Let {®k\keN}= {<4$\m9 neN}. Each 9k can be well 
ordered by choosing, successively, the elements Dk(a) of 2>k such that 

@k = {A(a) |aG[O,^)}*0 

for some ordinal xk and such that DA.(a) is relatively open in \J{Dk(p)\f}e [a, xk)}. 
Thus there are open sets Uk(oc) with 

Dk(ot)czUk(X)\[j{Uk(P)\p<a}. 

Now, we choose a decreasing sequence Bk, k = 0, 1, ... , of elements of 
88 inductively. For k = 0 choose any B0 e 38. If B0,... , Bk are already chosen, we 
find a Bk + ie& such that JB̂  + 1 CZ 5 f c n C/fc + 1(afc + 1) where ak+l is the smallest 
ordinal a such that Dfc + ^a) n £A, -+- 0. If there is no such ordinal, put Bk+X = Bk. 

oc 

The intersection X0 = f] Bk has cardinality greater than c by our hypothesis. 
k = 0 

On the other hand, since (J 3>k separates points of X0 and X0 n D * 0 for at most 
keN 

countably many elements D of [J@k, the cardinality of X0 is at most c which is 
keN 

a contradiction. 

3. Tree spaces 

Now, we introduce the class of Banach spaces of continuous functions on tree 
spaces which turned out to be very useful to get counterexamples. R. Haydon used 
them, for example, to get Asplund spaces with no Gateaux smooth norm ([H]). 

Definition. By a tree space T here we understand any partially ordered set 
which has, for simplicity, the only root rT (the smallest element) and which, 
endowed with the interval topology generated by the intervals of the form (s, t] 
for s,teT, is Hausdorff, i.e. if s, t e T are of the same height which is a limit 
ordinal, then [rT, s) = [rT, t) implies s = t. 

Let us notice that the tree topology is locally compact and we may consider its 
Alexandrov (one-point) compactification aT and the Banach space C(aT) of real 
continuous functions on aT endowed with the supremum norm. Notice that aT is 
scattered and so the weak topology of C(a7) and the topology of pointwise 
convergence xp coincide on bounded subsets of C(a7). Thus any subset of C(aT) 
is cr-fragmented with respect to the weak topology r,v. if and only if it is 
a-fragmented with respect to the topology zp. 
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The following result is from [DJP, Corollary 1.7]. 

Proposition 5. For every tree space T, the space C(aT) endowed with the 
topology xp is hereditarily a-relatively metacompact. The same holds for the weak 
topology TVV, 

As an immediate corollary of Proposition 5 and Proposition 3 we get 

Proposition 6. For any tree space T, the space (C(aT), TVV) is w-Radon. 
Using Lemma 1, we get our first example. 

Example 1. There is a tree space T such that the space (C(aT), TVV) is w-Radon 
and not a-fragmentable. 

Proof. By Proposition 6, (C(aT), TVV) is w-Radon for any tree space T So it is 
enough to describe some tree space T for which (C(aT), TVV) is not cr-fragmentable. 

Let T be a tree space such that the cardinality of Tt = {s e T \ s > t) is greater 
than c for every teT, such that every t e T has infinitely many (immediate) 
successors and such that any sequence tx < t2 < ... has an upper bound in T There 
are many such tree spaces, as an example consider the tree spaces such that every 
maximal chain is of ordinal type co{ and every element has more than c (immediate) 
successors. Another possibility occurs by considering the tree spaces such that every 
maximal chain of Tt for t e T has cardinality of uncountable cofinality and greater 
or equal to c and such that every its element has infinitely many successors. Clearly, 
it is enough when a tree contains a subtree of such a type. 

We shall show that there is a pseudobasis (in the fact a basis) 26 for the topology 
xp = TVV on Y = {x[ r r, r]|te T} cz X = C(aT) which fulfils the conditions of 
Lemma 1. 

Let 36 be the family of subsets of Y of the form 

B[t0\ tu ..., tp) = {>q>7.,r]|t > to, t 3-t ti, •••, t ^ tp} 

for t0, tu ..., tpe T Obviously, 3 forms a basis for xp = TVV on Y Let Bk e 36 be 
such that Bk + lcz Bk for k e N. So there are t0

k\ lf£\ ..., tp
k)

k e T such that Bk = B(t0
k\ 

tf\ ..., $)). We find tx > #> such that Tti n 7 $ = 0 for i = 1, ..., p,. Similarly, 
we find t2 in Ttl because every element of T lias infinitely many successors, and 
by induction, we get a sequence of elements of T such that tx < t2 < ... and such 
that {x[rr,r]Ue Ttk) a Bk. Find t^ > tk for every keN. Now, the cardinality of 
Tfy is greater than c by our assumptions on T and {y^rT,q I t e Tu) cz [°j Bk. 

In the next example, we use Lemma 2 which contains a part of a criterion due 
to R. Haydon (private communication) for C(aT) to be cr-fragmen ted by the 
supremum norm. In the fact, R. Haydon proves using his criterion that C(aT) is 
cr-fragmented if and only if it has an equivalent Kadec norm. We use only the 
necessity of his conditions for C(aT) to be cr-fragmented, and for the reader's 
convenience we indicate the proof of it. 
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Lemma 2. Let C(<xT) is o-fragmented. Then the following hold 
(a) Y= {xj>-r,r] U G T] is o-scattered with respect to the "reverse" topology xr 

generated by the sets {se T\ s > t}for teT 
(b) Yis o-relatively discrete with respect to T... 
(c) There is a real function Q : T -» IR such that Q(S) > Q(t)for s < t, and such 

that for every teT there is an s > 0 with {set+\ Q(S) — Q(t) < s} finite. 

Proof. The condition (a) follows immediately from the fact that the distance of 
every two distinct elements of Y is one and Y = (J Yn where every Yn is 
\ -fragmented. "eN 

The condition (b) can be derived as follows. Let T ^ denote the ath derivative of 
the topological space T Let cc(t) denote the smallest ordinal such that t <£ T^ for 
every teT Now, for every t e T, we find a finite subset Ft of the set t+ of its 
successors such that, for every t' e It = t+\Ft and every seTt>, we have 
a(s) < a(i). Let us denote I = [j It and realize that, for every teT, the set 

f e T 

I n \rT, t] is finite because a on it gives a decreasing sequence of ordinals. So the 
sets /„ = {se 118 e It, \[rT, t] n I\ = n — 1} cover I. The subsets T^ = 
{te T | \[rT, t]nl\ = k - 1} satisfy 

| m i n ( { s e T | s > r)nFW)| < K0 

for each t e T^ and k e N, so they form the cover of T by relatively discrete sets. 
To prove (c), suppose that we have the cr-discrete decomposition T = (J T(A). 

keN 

We shall define the function Q by induction over the height of te T. Put o(rT) = 0. 
Suppose that t e T^ and Q(t) is already defined. Then there are only finitely many 
elements s of t+ such that Tsn T^ 4= 0. Denote Ft the set of such s. Let us put 
Q(S) = Q(t) for them. Let set+\Ft. Then we put Q(S) = Q(t) + 1/2*. For seT 
being a supremum of \rT, s) we put Q(S) = sup {g(f)| t e \rT, s)}. 

We conclude by a little more subtle example of a non-a-fragmented space 
C(ocT). 

Example 2. There is a tree space T such that the space C(aT) endowed 
with the weak topology TU, or, equivalently, with the topology xp, is not o-fragmen
ted (by the supremum norm), and such that it is still o-fragmentable (by some 
metric). 

Proof. We consider the tree (sometimes denoted by oQ) of bounded well 
ordered subsets of the rationals ordered by the relation s < t if s is an initial 
segment to t (rT = 0). Our proof follows an idea of the standard one (see [T, 
Corollary 9.9]). 

Since the cardinality of Y = {y^t] \teT) is c, we get by the Stone-Weierstrass 
theorem that C(aT) has also the cardinality c. By the remark behind Proposition 4, 
the space C(aT) is cx-fragmentable. 
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Let us suppose that there is a real function Q described in Lemma 2. We may 
notice that it can be supposed bounded, e.g. let Q(T) CZ [0,1] as in the proof of 
Lemma 2. Now, we proceed by the induction over countable ordinals as follows. 
For F0 = 0 6 T consider the value g(0) = 0. We choose singleton F{ in negative 
irrationals for which g(F!) > Q(F0). By induction, we construct increasing sequence 
of elements Fa of T such that r < g(Fa) for all r e Fa and all countable ordinals a. 

Let Fp9 P < a, were constructed. If a = /} + 1, we may find an s > 0 such that, 
for a finite set Sp of successors Fp, we have Q(t) > Q(FP) + s for t $ Sp. So we find 
a rational number r7 in (g(-fy), Q(F^ + e) which is not contained in any element of 
Sfl. We put Fa = FflU {ra} and we get that g(Fa) > Q(FP). 

If a is a limit ordinal, we put Fa = (J F/j, g(Fa) > sup {g(i^ | j8 < a}, and from 
/?<a 

the preceding construction we get that r < g(Fa) for r e Fa. 
Notice that since we assume that Q(t) < 1 (in the fact Q(t) < 1) for every t e T9 

we may always find successors for Fa, a < <x>x. But in this way we get an 
increasing sequence Q(F7), a < co{, of reals which is impossible. So our assumption 
that C(aT) is a-fragmented by the supremum norm is absurd. 

Remark. Presented construction of trees whose function spaces are not cr-frag-
mented are quite straightforward. Examples of similar nature were used by Haydon 
to present a function space on a tree space without the Namioka property, hence 
it cannot be rx-fragmented by results of Jayne, Namioka and Rogers. 
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